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SUBJECT: NNWSI HYDROGEOLOGY WORKSHOP

(Return to WM,623-SS
On September 19-20, 1983, I attended the NNWSI hydrogeology workshop in
Denver, Colorado. The purpose of the workshop was for DOE, through the
USGS, to brief the NRC on the site characterization studies performed,
underway, and planned at NNWSI and for DOE to solicit NRC response on
these studies. Participants at the workshop were the NRC's NNWSI site
review team, the USGS, DOE (including contractors), and the State of
Nevada. A list of attendees is provided as an appendix. An official
meeting summary along with the meeting minutes are being prepared by the
NRC NNWSI review team. Highlights of the information presented by the
USGS are given below.

MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

Yucca Mountain Hydrology

Solitario Canyon on the west side of Yucca Mountain is believed by
DOE to be a barrier to water movement. This assumption is supported
by water levels west of Solitario Canyon. which are almost uniformly
50 meters above water levels east of the canyon. However, the data
is not conclusive and may be used to support other interpretations.

Yucca Mountain Well Data

The majority of wells that penetrate the water table have their most
transmissive zones close to the water table. (Exceptions are wells
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USW G-4, UE-25p-1, and USW H-3.) Therefore, the most likely path of
radionuclide migration will probably be at or near the water table.

o Well UE-25p-1 was completed in paleozoic rocks. The head measured
in the paleozoics is approximately 23 meters above the head in the
overlying tuffs. Not enough information is known about either the
paleozoics or the tuffs to assess the significance of the paleozoics
to the local groundwater flow system.

Saturated Flow Modeling

o The Cooley-Waddell groundwater flow code, which was previously used
to model the regional flow system (USGS WRI 82-4085), is being used
to model a subregional domain. The subregional domain is

approximately the southwestern quarter of the regional model and
uses a much more refined grid. Unlike the regional model which
selectively ignored NNWSI data where apparent local discontinuities
occurred, the subregional model will incorporate all NNWSI water
table data.

o Transmissivities used in the subregional model vary somewhat (within
an order of magnitude) from values used in the regional model. This
is not surprising since the algorithm used (the "inverse method") in
both the regional and subregional models is mathematically not well
behaved and is therefore highly sensitive to slight changes in input
parameters. Changes in the data base may also account for the
transmissity variations.

o Unlike the regional model, anisotropic hydraulic conductivities were
included in the subregional model to simulate the structural control
of groundwater flow by fractures. This use of anisotropy results
from applying the equivalent porous media concept to the fractured
domain of the saturated zone.

Unsaturated Flow

o Field investigations to characterize the unsaturated rock parameters
on and near Yucca Mountain are just getting underway and extensive
field work is planned. Also, extensive in-situ testing of the host
rock from the exploratory shaft is planned.
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o Three conceptual models showing post-emplacement vadose water flow
through the repository block have been developed.

- The first assumes that matrix flow will dominate and that
recharge penetrating the repository horizon will be vaporized
when subjected to repository heat. The repository remains dry.
This is the least conservative of the three conceptual models.

- The second conceptual model also assumes that matrix flow
dominates. However, in this model the recharge penetrates
through the repository and terminates at the water table.
Repository to water table travel time calculations, where
average annual recharge was a constant flux boundary, were on
the order of thousands of years.

- The third conceptual model assumes that fracture flow
dominates. Recharge is readily transmitted through the
repository horizon and down to the water table. This model is
the most conservative of the three conceptual models.

o Analysis of two-phase flow that may be expected near the repository
will be performed by the USGS and/or LBL with a computer code
developed by LBL. The TOUGH code was not specifically mentioned
although it could be inferred that the TOUGH code will be used.
Validation of the code is being planned.

o Responsibility to assess the extent of the disturbed zone will lie
with SNL. USGS conceptualizations of the flow system will be used
by SNL in the assessment.

Paleohydrology/Paleoclimatology

o The objective of the paleoclimate work is to understand the
historical climatic record, and then extrapolate it into the future.
This extrapolation would then be used to determine the expected
recharge and subsequently determine expected water levels and flow
regimes. Extensive studies are being undertaken to determine the
climatic history of the region. So far, these studies seem to
indicate that during the Pleistocene pluvials, the region
experienced up to 50% more precipitation than it currently receives,
and was slightly cooler. The effects of the increased precipitation
on water levels have not yet been determined. Larry Benson (USGS)
closed the discussion of paleoclimate studies by warning that
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paleoclimate extrapolation might not be valid given potential
climatic changes brought on by man (e.g., the greenhouse effect).

GENERAL COMMENTS

The information presented at the meeting seems to indicate that the USGS
is attempting to do a conscientious and thorough job in characterizing
the site. Due to the complexity of the site, the level of site
characterization has not matured to the level where supportable
conclusions can be made about the site's hydrogeology. This is
especially true of the site's unsaturated zone. Much more data
collection and analysis of data will have to be performed before a
comprehensive conceptualization of the site hydrogeology can be
substantiated.

The USGS seems to recognize the current data limitations and is being
very cautious in their interpretations. The conceptual models of the
unsaturated zone that were revealed at the workshop were considered as
starting points for further conceptual analyses. The regional and
subregional models are continually undergoing revision so as to conform
with the evolving data base. The apparent reluctance on the part of the
USGS to commit to conclusions at this stage of site characterization is
commendable for it will help to prevent premature and ill-formed
assumptions about the site.

Peter M. Ornstein
High-Level Waste Licensing
Management Branch

Division of Waste Management
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